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[MOBI] The Night Circus
Getting the books The Night Circus now is not type of inspiring means. You could not single-handedly going subsequently books stock or library or borrowing from your associates to edit them. This is an very simple means to specifically
get guide by on-line. This online message The Night Circus can be one of the options to accompany you bearing in mind having further time.
It will not waste your time. take me, the e-book will unquestionably look you additional situation to read. Just invest little epoch to log on this on-line publication The Night Circus as skillfully as evaluation them wherever you are now.

curious place is more than just a buried home for books and their guardians—it is a place of lost cities and seas,
lovers who pass notes under doors and across time, and of stories whispered by the dead. Zachary learns of those
who have sacrificed much to protect this realm, relinquishing their sight and their tongues to preserve this
archive, and also of those who are intent on its destruction. Together with Mirabel, a fierce, pink-haired protector
of the place, and Dorian, a handsome, barefoot man with shifting alliances, Zachary travels the twisting tunnels,
darkened stairwells, crowded ballrooms, and sweetly soaked shores of this magical world, discovering his
purpose—in both the mysterious book and in his own life.

The Night Circus-Erin Morgenstern 2011-09-13 Two starcrossed magicians engage in a deadly game of cunning
in The Night Circus, the spellbinding New York Times best seller that has captured the world's imagination. The
circus arrives without warning. No announcements precede it. It is simply there, when yesterday it was not.
Within the black-and-white striped canvas tents is an utterly unique experience full of breathtaking amazements.
It is called Le Cirque des Rêves, and it is only open at night. But behind the scenes, a fierce competition is
underway: a duel between two young magicians, Celia and Marco, who have been trained since childhood
expressly for this purpose by their mercurial instructors. Unbeknownst to them both, this is a game in which only
one can be left standing. Despite the high stakes, Celia and Marco soon tumble headfirst into love, setting off a
domino effect of dangerous consequences, and leaving the lives of everyone, from the performers to the patrons,
hanging in the balance. Look for Erin Morgenstern's new novel, The Starless Sea, available now.

Devolution-Max Brooks 2020-06-16 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The #1 New York Times bestselling
author of World War Z is back with “the Bigfoot thriller you didn’t know you needed in your life, and one of the
greatest horror novels I’ve ever read” (Blake Crouch, author of Dark Matter and Recursion). As the ash and chaos
from Mount Rainier’s eruption swirled and finally settled, the story of the Greenloop massacre has passed
unnoticed, unexamined . . . until now. The journals of resident Kate Holland, recovered from the town’s bloody
wreckage, capture a tale too harrowing—and too earth-shattering in its implications—to be forgotten. In these
pages, Max Brooks brings Kate’s extraordinary account to light for the first time, faithfully reproducing her words
alongside his own extensive investigations into the massacre and the legendary beasts behind it. Kate’s is a tale of
unexpected strength and resilience, of humanity’s defiance in the face of a terrible predator’s gaze, and,
inevitably, of savagery and death. Yet it is also far more than that. Because if what Kate Holland saw in those days
is real, then we must accept the impossible. We must accept that the creature known as Bigfoot walks among
us—and that it is a beast of terrible strength and ferocity. Part survival narrative, part bloody horror tale, part
scientific journey into the boundaries between truth and fiction, this is a Bigfoot story as only Max Brooks could
chronicle it—and like none you’ve ever read before. Praise for Devolution “Delightful . . . [A] tale of supernatural
mayhem that fans of King and Crichton alike will enjoy.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “The story is told in
such a compelling manner that horror fans will want to believe and, perhaps, take the warning to
heart.”—Booklist (starred review)

The Night Circus-Erin Morgenstern 2011-09-13 In this mesmerizing debut, a competition between two
magicians becomes a star-crossed love story. The circus arrives at night, without warning. No announcements
precede it. It is simply there, when yesterday it was not. Within nocturnal black and white striped tents awaits a
unique experience, a feast for the senses, where one can get lost in a maze of clouds, meander through a lush
garden made of ice, stand awestruck as a tattooed contortionist folds herself into a small glass box, and gaze in
wonderment at an illusionist performing impossible feats of magic. Welcome to Le Cirque des Rêves. Beyond the
smoke and mirrors, however, a fierce competition is underway - a contest between two young magicians, Celia
and Marco, who have been trained since childhood to compete in "a game," in which each must use their powers
of illusion to best the other. Unbeknownst to them, this game is a duel to the death, and the circus is but the stage
for a remarkable battle of imagination and will.

The Night Circus-Erin Morgenstern 2011-09-15 The circus arrives without warning. It is simply there, when
yesterday it was not. Against the grey sky the towering tents are striped black and white. A sign hanging upon
iron gates reads: Opens at Nightfall Closes at Dawn As dusk shifts to twilight, tiny lights begin to flicker all over
the tents, as though the whole circus is covered in fireflies. When the tents are aglow, sparkling against the night
sky, the sign lights up: Le Cirque des Rêves The Circus of Dreams The gates shudder and unlock, seemingly by
their own volition. They swing outward, inviting the crowd inside. Now the circus is open. Now you may enter.
Discover this amazing fantasy read with a different kind of magic. The Starless Sea, the second novel from the
author of the The Night Circus, is out now. ‘The only response to this novel is simply: wow. It is a breathtaking
feat of imagination, a flight of fancy that pulls you in and wraps you up in its spell’ The Times

The Lace Reader-Brunonia Barry 2009-10-06 Every gift has a price . . . every piece of lace has a secret. Towner
Whitney, the self-confessed unreliable narrator, hails from a family of Salem women who can read the future in
the patterns in lace, and who have guarded a history of secrets going back generations. Now the disappearance of
two women is bringing Towner back home to Salem—and is bringing to light the shocking truth about the death of
her twin sister.

A Stranger in Olondria-Sofia Samatar 2013-04-12 Jevik travels to the city of Olondria where he is overtaken by
a ghost from his past.

The Starless Sea-Erin Morgenstern 2019-11-05 From the New York Times bestselling author of The Night
Circus, a timeless love story set in a secret underground world—a place of pirates, painters, lovers, liars, and
ships that sail upon a starless sea. Zachary Ezra Rawlins is a graduate student in Vermont when he discovers a
mysterious book hidden in the stacks. As he turns the pages, entranced by tales of lovelorn prisoners, key
collectors, and nameless acolytes, he reads something strange: a story from his own childhood. Bewildered by this
inexplicable book and desperate to make sense of how his own life came to be recorded, Zachary uncovers a
series of clues—a bee, a key, and a sword—that lead him to a masquerade party in New York, to a secret club, and
through a doorway to an ancient library hidden far below the surface of the earth. What Zachary finds in this
the-night-circus

The Book of Summers-Emylia Hall 2012-05-29 For nine-year-old Beth Lowe, it should have been a magical
summer—sun-kissed days lounging in rickety deck chairs, nights gathered around the fire. But what begins as an
innocent vacation to Hungary ends with the devastating separation of her parents. Beth and her father return
home alone, leaving her mother, Marika, behind. Over the next seven summers, Beth walks a tightrope between
worlds, fleeing her quiet home and distant father to bask in the intoxicating Hungarian countryside with Marika.
It is during these enthralling summers that Beth comes to life and learns to love. But at sixteen, she uncovers a
life-shattering secret, bringing her sacred summers with Marika abruptly to an end. Now, years later, Beth
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receives a package containing a scrapbook, a haunting record of a time long forgotten. Suddenly, she is swept
back to the world she left behind, forced to confront the betrayal that destroyed her—and to search her heart for
forgiveness.

bathrooms bloom into rainforests that souls can lose themselves in forever. Seemingly quotidian routines and
unremarkable lives are pierced by Kovalyk's precise, sensual prose, to reveal the magic lurking just beneath the
surface of the daily skin of existence.

Crown Duel-Sherwood Smith 1997 To fulfill their father's dying wish, teenage Countess Meliara and her brother
Branaric organize a revolution against a greedy king.

The Book of Speculation-Erika Swyler 2015-06-23 One of BuzzFeed's 24 Best Fiction Books of 2015 "As Simon,
a lonely research librarian, searches frantically for the key to a curse that might be killing the women in his
family, he learns strange and fascinating secrets about their past. A tale full of magic and family mystery, The
Book of Speculation will keep you up all night reading."—Isaac Fitzgerald, BuzzFeed Simon Watson, a young
librarian, lives alone in a house that is slowly crumbling toward the Long Island Sound. His parents are long dead.
His mother, a circus mermaid who made her living by holding her breath, drowned in the very water his house
overlooks. His younger sister, Enola, ran off six years ago and now reads tarot cards for a traveling carnival. One
June day, an old book arrives on Simon's doorstep, sent by an antiquarian bookseller who purchased it on
speculation. Fragile and water damaged, the book is a log from the owner of a traveling carnival in the 1700s,
who reports strange and magical things, including the drowning death of a circus mermaid. Since then,
generations of "mermaids" in Simon's family have drowned--always on July 24, which is only weeks away. As his
friend Alice looks on with alarm, Simon becomes increasingly worried about his sister. Could there be a curse on
Simon's family? What does it have to do with the book, and can he get to the heart of the mystery in time to save
Enola? In the tradition of Sara Gruen's Water for Elephants, Erin Morgenstern's The Night Circus, and Elizabeth
Kostova's The Historian, The Book of Speculation--with two-color illustrations by the author--is Erika Swyler's
moving debut novel about the power of books, family, and magic.

Uniting the Heavens-Emily English 2016-11 When a bloodied, secret message destined for the powerful Lord
Tiede ends up in the hands of Aren, a young apprentice serving in the greatest library in all of Cordelacht, his life
starts to unravel. A murderer is leaving grisly sacrifices all over the city in the name of Magic, Aren's little sister
starts relaying messages from the gods, and the Lady Tiede becomes a little too familiar with the bumbling
apprentice. As intelligent and handsome as he is naive, Aren has a gift for saying all the wrong things and
stumbling into hopeless situations, like falling for a mysterious scholar with her own hidden agenda. Now, it's up
to Aren to save Tiede, and to do so he'll need to rekindle his masochistic relationship with Tiede Wood, the
magical and cursed forest that protects the House. Will Aren unmask the monster on the killing spree and finally
prove his worth? Or will he succumb to his personal demons, unable to overcome the stigma of being an
Unblessed, and die as godless as he was born?

The Girl in Green-Derek B. Miller 2017-01-03 “A modern masterpiece.” — BookPage Finalist for the CWA Gold
Dagger Award, “Best Crime Novel of the Year” “As daring in execution as imagination, this adventure tale
crackles with heart, charm and dark honesty.” — Shelf Awareness “Not to be missed, this is a compelling
combination of literate storytelling and action-packed thriller laced with humor.” — Library Journal, starred
review 1991. One hundred miles from the Kuwaiti border, Thomas Benton meets Arwood Hobbes. Benton is a
British journalist who is starting an ambitious career reporting from war zones, resulting in the estrangement of
his wife and daughter; Arwood is a naive small-town American private bored out of his skull waiting for
something—anything—to happen. Desert Storm is over, peace has been declared, but as they argue about
whether it makes sense to cross the nearest border in search of an ice cream, they become embroiled in a horrific
attack in which a young local girl in a green dress is killed as they are trying to protect her. The two men walk
away into their respective lives. But something has cracked for them both. Twenty-two years later, in another
place, in another war, they meet again as changed men. Time, politics, or maybe fate is now offering an unlikely
opportunity to redeem themselves when that same girl in green is found alive and in need of salvation. Or is she?
“Written with Miller’s incisive wit, intelligence, compassion and authenticity, this is a novel from a writer fast
becoming a master of his craft.” — Evening Post (UK) “Swift, gripping, and mined with surprises.” — David
Shafer, author of Whiskey Tango Foxtrot

Coraline-Neil Gaiman 2009-11-02 When a young girl ventures through a hidden door, she finds another life with
shocking similarities to her own. Coraline has moved to a new house with her parents and she is fascinated by the
fact that their 'house' is in fact only half a house! Divided into flats years before, there is a brick wall behind a
door where once there was a corridor. One day it is a corridor again and the intrepid Coraline wanders down it.
And so a nightmare-ish mystery begins that takes Coraline into the arms of counterfeit parents and a life that isn't
quite right. Can Coraline get out? Can she find her real parents? Will life ever be the same again?

The Phantom of the Opera-Gaston Leroux 1911 The story of the Phantom of the Opera, a half-crazed musician
hiding in the labyrinth of the famous Paris Opera House and creating a number of strange and mysterious events
to further the career of a beautiful young singer, is today regarded as one of the most famous of all horror stories:
widely mentioned in the same breath as Frankenstein and Dracula. Yet the fame of this novel is based almost
entirely on the various film versions, while the original book has been largely ignored and is rarely in print. An
Accelerated Reader® Title

Interview with the Vampire-Anne Rice 2010-11-17 The spellbinding classic that started it all from the #1 New
York Times bestselling author “A magnificent, compulsively readable thriller . . . Rice begins where Bram Stoker
and the Hollywood versions leave off and penetrates directly to the true fascination of the myth—the education of
the vampire.”—Chicago Tribune Here are the confessions of a vampire. Hypnotic, shocking, and chillingly sensual,
this is a novel of mesmerizing beauty and astonishing force—a story of danger and flight, of love and loss, of
suspense and resolution, and of the extraordinary power of the senses. It is a novel only Anne Rice could write.

Angelology-Danielle Trussoni 2010-03-09 Set in the secluded world of cloistered abbeys, long-lost secrets and
angelic humans, Angelology has all the makings of a blockbuster hit, combining elements of The Da Vinci Code
and Kate Mosse's Labyrinth Sister Evangeline was just a young girl when her father left her at St. Rose Convent
under the care of the Franciscan Sisters of Perpetual Adoration. Now a young woman, she has unexpectedly
discovered a collection of letters dating back sixty years - letters that bring her deep into a closely guarded secret,
to an ancient conflict between the millennium-old Society of Angelologists and the monstrously beautiful
Nephilim, the descendants of angels and humans. Rich and mesmerizing, Angelology blends biblical lore,
mythology and the fall of the Rebel Angels, creating a luminous, riveting tale of one young woman caught in a
battle that will determine the fate of the world.

Poets in a Landscape-Gilbert Highet 1999 Using the poet's native Italian landscapes, Gilbert Highet recreates
these poets in situ to evoke the essence of their work. His translations summon a land enchanted by presences from Horace's beloved Tivoli to Ovid in the Abruzzi. Highet lets each poet tell his own story - their pleasures and
agonies, passions and hates and above all their devotion to the natural world around them.

The Black Poodle and Other Tales-F. Anstey 1884

The Night Circus-Ursula Kovalyk 2019-04 Blending the naturalistic and the fabulistic, these elusive, delicate
stories fold fable and fairy tale into the everyday, domestic settings of kitchen, garden, car. Women love, and lose,
strange creatures they find by the garden gate; dream dogs are liberated from the icy prison of a fridge;
the-night-circus

The Song Rising-Samantha Shannon 2017-03-07 The magnificent new book in the New York Times-bestselling
series: a fantastic tale of rebellion and courage against enormous odds. Following a bloody battle against foes on
every side, Paige Mahoney has risen to the dangerous position of Underqueen, ruling over London's criminal
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population. But, having turned her back on Jaxon Hall and with vengeful enemies still at large, the task of
stabilizing the fractured underworld has never seemed so challenging. Little does Paige know that her reign may
be cut short by the introduction of Senshield, a deadly technology that spells doom for the clairvoyant community
and the world as they know it . . .

forms of magic, and he soon risks sacrificing his partnership with Norrell and everything else he holds dear.
Susanna Clarke's brilliant first novel is an utterly compelling epic tale of nineteenth-century England and the two
magicians who, first as teacher and pupil and then as rivals, emerge to change its history.

The Janes-Louisa Luna 2020-01-21 The page-turning follow-up to acclaimed thriller Two Girls Down features the
tenacious PI Alice Vega and her electric partnership with Max Caplan, as they follow a shocking murder
investigation to it’s even more shocking conclusion. On the outskirts of San Diego, the bodies of two young women
are discovered. They have no names, no IDs, but one of the Jane Does holds a note bearing the name, “Alice
Vega.” The police and FBI reach out to Vega, a private investigator known for finding the missing. Fearing the
possibility of a human trafficking ring, Vega enlists the help of her one-time partner, former cop Max “Cap”
Caplan. Despite a case with so few leads, Alice Vega is a powerful woman whose determination is matched only by
her intellect, and, along with her partner Cap, she will stop at nothing to find the Janes’ killers before it is too late.
Louisa Luna is writing new classics of crime fiction, and her partnership of Vega and Cap is rightfully joining the
pantheon of the most memorable thrillers.

Night Without End-Alistair MacLean 2010-07-29 From the acclaimed master of action and suspense. The all
time classic.

The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake-Aimee Bender 2010-06-01 The wondrous Aimee Bender conjures the
lush and moving story of a girl whose magical gift is really a devastating curse. On the eve of her ninth birthday,
unassuming Rose Edelstein, a girl at the periphery of schoolyard games and her distracted parents’ attention,
bites into her mother’s homemade lemon-chocolate cake and discovers she has a magical gift: she can taste her
mother’s emotions in the cake. She discovers this gift to her horror, for her mother—her cheerful, good-withcrafts, can-do mother—tastes of despair and desperation. Suddenly, and for the rest of her life, food becomes a
peril and a threat to Rose. The curse her gift has bestowed is the secret knowledge all families keep hidden—her
mother’s life outside the home, her father’s detachment, her brother’s clash with the world. Yet as Rose grows up
she learns to harness her gift and becomes aware that there are secrets even her taste buds cannot discern. The
Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake is a luminous tale about the enormous difficulty of loving someone fully when
you know too much about them. It is heartbreaking and funny, wise and sad, and confirms Aimee Bender’s place
as “a writer who makes you grateful for the very existence of language” (San Francisco Chronicle). BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from Aimee Bender's The Color Master.

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and Other Stories-Robert Louis Stevenson 2008-10-30 How thin is the line between
good and evil? Discover the classic tale of gothic horror Dr Jekyll has been experimenting with his identity. He has
developed a drug which separates the two sides of his nature and allows him occasionally to abandon himself to
his most corrupt inclinations as the monstrous Mr Hyde. But gradually he begins to find that the journey back to
goodness becomes more and more difficult, and the risk that Mr Hyde will break free entirely from Dr Jekyll's
control puts all of London in grave peril.

The Hourglass Factory: A Novel-Lucy Ribchester 2016-03-15 Amid the drama of the suffragette movement in
Edwardian London, the disappearance of a famous trapeze artist in the middle of her act leads a young Fleet
Street reporter to an underworld of circus performers, fetishists, and society columnists. London, 1912. The
suffragette movement is reaching a fever pitch, and Inspector Frederick Primrose is hunting a murderer on his
beat. Across town, Fleet Street reporter Frances “Frankie” George is chasing an interview with trapeze artist
Ebony Diamond. Frankie finds herself fascinated by the tightly-laced acrobat and follows her to a Bond Street
corset shop that seems to be hiding secrets of its own. When Ebony Diamond mysteriously disappears in the
middle of a performance, Frankie and Primrose are both drawn into the shadowy world of a secret society with
ties to both London's criminal underworld and its glittering socialites. How did Ebony vanish, who was she afraid
of, and what goes on behind the doors of the mysterious Hourglass Factory? From newsrooms to the drawing
rooms of high society, the investigation leads Frankie and Primrose to a murderous villain with a plot more deadly
than anyone could have imagined.

The Mask Falling-Samantha Shannon 2021-01-26 Paige Mahoney has eluded death again. Snatched from the
jaws of captivity and consigned to a safe house in the Scion Citadel of Paris, she finds herself caught between
those factions that seek Scion's downfall and those who would kill to protect the Rephaim's puppet empire. The
mysterious Domino Programme has plans for Paige, but she has ambitions of her own in this new citadel. With
Arcturus Mesarthim - her former enemy - at her side, she embarks on an adventure that will lead her from the
catacombs of Paris to the glittering hallways of Versailles. Her risks promise high reward: the Parisian
underworld could yield the means to escalate her rebellion to outright war. As Scion widens its bounds and the
free world trembles in its shadow, Paige must fight her own memories after her ordeal at the hands of Scion.
Meanwhile, she strives to understand her bond with Arcturus, which grows stronger by the day. But there are
those who know the revolution began with them - and could end with them . . .

Bitter Greens-Kate Forsyth 2014-09-23 A Library Journal Best Book of 2014: Historical Fiction The amazing
power and truth of the Rapunzel fairy tale comes alive for the first time in this breathtaking tale of desire, black
magic and the redemptive power of love French novelist Charlotte-Rose de la Force has been banished from the
court of Versailles by the Sun King, Louis XIV, after a series of scandalous love affairs. At the convent, she is
comforted by an old nun, Sœur Seraphina, who tells her the tale of a young girl who, a hundred years earlier, is
sold by her parents for a handful of bitter greens... After Margherita's father steals parsley from the walled
garden of the courtesan Selena Leonelli, he is threatened with having both hands cut off, unless he and his wife
relinquish their precious little girl. Selena is the famous red-haired muse of the artist Tiziano, first painted by him
in 1512 and still inspiring him at the time of his death. She is at the center of Renaissance life in Venice, a world
of beauty and danger, seduction and betrayal, love and superstition. Locked away in a tower, Margherita sings in
the hope that someone will hear her. One day, a young man does. Award-winning author Kate Forsyth braids
together the stories of Margherita, Selena, and Charlotte-Rose, the woman who penned Rapunzel as we now know
it, to create what is a sumptuous historical novel, an enchanting fairy tale retelling, and a loving tribute to the
imagination of one remarkable woman.

Falling Together LP-Marisa de los Santos 2011-10-04 What if saying hello to an old friend meant saying goodbye to life as you know it? It’s been six years since Pen Calloway watched her best friends walk out of her life. And
through the birth of her daughter, the death of her father, and the vicissitudes of single motherhood, she has
never stopped missing them. Pen, Cat, and Will met on their first day of college and formed what seemed like a
lifelong bond, only to break apart amid the realities of adulthood. When, after six years of silence, Cat—the
bewitching center of their group—emails Pen and Will asking to meet at their college reunion, they can’t refuse.
But instead of a happy reconciliation, what awaits is a collision of past and present that sends Pen and Will on a
journey across the world. With her trademark wit, vivid prose, and gift for creating captivating characters, Marisa
de los Santos returns with an emotionally resonant novel about our deepest human con-nections.

Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell-Susanna Clarke 2010-06-05 In the Hugo-award winning, epic New York
Times Bestseller and basis for the BBC miniseries, two men change England's history when they bring magic back
into the world. In the midst of the Napoleonic Wars in 1806, most people believe magic to have long since
disappeared from England - until the reclusive Mr. Norrell reveals his powers and becomes an overnight celebrity.
Another practicing magician then emerges: the young and daring Jonathan Strange. He becomes Norrell's pupil,
and the two join forces in the war against France. But Strange is increasingly drawn to the wild, most perilous
the-night-circus

The Crown's Fate-Evelyn Skye 2017-05-16 The gorgeous and darkly compelling sequel to The Crown’s
Game—perfect for fans of Red Queen and Shadow and Bone. A New York Times bestseller! Magic is growing,
shadows are rising, and the throne is at stake… Russia is on the brink of great change. Pasha’s coronation
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approaches, and Vika is now the Imperial Enchanter, but the role she once coveted may be more difficult—and
dangerous—than she ever expected. Pasha is grappling with his own problems—his legitimacy is in doubt, the girl
he loves loathes him, and he believes his best friend is dead. When a challenger to the throne emerges—and with
the magic in Russia growing rapidly—Pasha must do whatever it takes to keep his position and protect his
kingdom. For Nikolai, the ending of the Crown’s Game stung deeply. Although he just managed to escape death,
Nikolai remains alone, a shadow hidden in a not-quite-real world of his own creation. But when he’s given a
second chance at life—tied to a dark price—Nikolai must decide just how far he’s willing to go to return to the
world. With revolution on the rise, dangerous new magic rearing up, and a tsardom up for the taking, Vika,
Nikolai, and Pasha must fight—or face the destruction of not only their world but also themselves.

The Birds of Ireland-Jim Wilson 2013-09-04 An important tool of a birdwatcher is a good identification guide.
Most cover the birds of Europe and few deal exclusively with Ireland. This first photographic identification guide
to the birds of Ireland has over 1,600 photos of more than 260 species, in an easy, quick-reference format. With
eight to fifteen images per species, the key identification features of each bird are shown, with concise
descriptions and pointers to indicate important features. This guide is produced in association with BirdWatch
Ireland, Ireland’s leading bird-conservation organisation. The purchase of this guide contributes funds to
BirdWatch Ireland’s conservation and education initiatives to help protect and promote Ireland’s wild birds and
habitats. similar to: Ireland’s Garden Birds by Jim Wilson and Oran O’Sullivan.

A Darker Shade of Magic-V. E. Schwab 2015-02-24 A Darker Shade of Magic, from #1 New York Times
bestselling author V.E. Schwab Kell is one of the last Antari—magicians with a rare, coveted ability to travel
between parallel Londons; Red, Grey, White, and, once upon a time, Black. Kell was raised in Arnes—Red
London—and officially serves the Maresh Empire as an ambassador, traveling between the frequent bloody
regime changes in White London and the court of George III in the dullest of Londons, the one without any magic
left to see. Unofficially, Kell is a smuggler, servicing people willing to pay for even the smallest glimpses of a
world they'll never see. It's a defiant hobby with dangerous consequences, which Kell is now seeing firsthand.
After an exchange goes awry, Kell escapes to Grey London and runs into Delilah Bard, a cut-purse with lofty
aspirations. She first robs him, then saves him from a deadly enemy, and finally forces Kell to spirit her to another
world for a proper adventure. Now perilous magic is afoot, and treachery lurks at every turn. To save all of the
worlds, they'll first need to stay alive. "A Darker Shade of Magic has all the hallmarks of a classic work of fantasy.
Schwab has given us a gem of a tale...This is a book to treasure."—Deborah Harkeness, New York Times
bestselling author of the All Souls trilogy Shades of Magic series 1. A Darker Shade of Magic 2. A Gathering of
Shadows 3. A Conjuring of Light At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Return-Rachel Harrison 2020-03-24 A group of friends reunite after one of them has returned from a
mysterious two-year disappearance in this edgy and haunting debut. Julie is missing, and no one believes she will
ever return—except Elise. Elise knows Julie better than anyone, and feels it in her bones that her best friend is out
there and that one day Julie will come back. She’s right. Two years to the day that Julie went missing, she
reappears with no memory of where she’s been or what happened to her. Along with Molly and Mae, their two
close friends from college, the women decide to reunite at a remote inn. But the second Elise sees Julie, she
knows something is wrong—she’s emaciated, with sallow skin and odd appetites. And as the weekend unfurls, it
becomes impossible to deny that the Julie who vanished two years ago is not the same Julie who came back. But
then who—or what—is she?

The Ten Thousand Doors of January-Alix E. Harrow 2019-09-10 "A gorgeous, aching love letter to stories,
storytellers and the doors they lead us through...absolutely enchanting."--Christina Henry, bestselling author of
Alice and Lost Boys LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER! In the early 1900s, a young woman embarks on a
fantastical journey of self-discovery after finding a mysterious book in this captivating and lyrical debut. In a
sprawling mansion filled with peculiar treasures, January Scaller is a curiosity herself. As the ward of the wealthy
Mr. Locke, she feels little different from the artifacts that decorate the halls: carefully maintained, largely
ignored, and utterly out of place. Then she finds a strange book. A book that carries the scent of other worlds, and
tells a tale of secret doors, of love, adventure and danger. Each page turn reveals impossible truths about the
world and January discovers a story increasingly entwined with her own. Lush and richly imagined, a tale of
impossible journeys, unforgettable love, and the enduring power of stories awaits in Alix E. Harrow's spellbinding
debut--step inside and discover its magic.

The River Home-Hannah Richell 2020-03-19 'Beautiful, heart-rending, life-affirming' Clare Mackintosh The river
can lead you home. Or it can take you under... In their ramshackle Somerset home, its gardens running down to
the river, the Sorrells have gathered for a last-minute wedding. Lucy is desperate to reunite her fractured family.
Eve is fighting to keep her perfect life together. Their mother, Kit, a famous author whose stories have run dry,
still seethes with resentment towards her youngest child. And Margot, who left home eight years ago under a
black cloud, is forced to come face to face with her darkness... As the family come together for a week of
celebration and confrontation, their relationships are stretched to breaking point. But can you ever heal the
wounds of the past? A spellbinding family drama about sisterhood, secrets and forgiveness - this is a truly
unforgettable read. *** Readers are being swept away by The River Home: 'Beautiful and gripping' LIBBY PAGE,
bestselling author of The Lido 'A heartwrenching and beautifully written page-turner' SUSAN ELLIOT WRIGHT
'No one does dark family secrets like Hannah Richell . . . Beguiling, beautifully written and richly evocative, The
River Home will sweep you away' VERONICA HENRY 'A tender portrait of a perfectly imperfect family; wise, bighearted and beautifully written' EMYLIA HALL

The Stranger Beside Me-Ann Rule 2012-11-28

Peach Blossom Pavillion-Mingmei Yip 2008 When Xiang Xiang's father is falsely executed, she is sold to Peach
Blossom Pavilion, a prostitution house, where she is taught the skills of a courtesan while longing to be reunited
with her mother.

The Silence of Bonaventure Arrow-Rita Leganski 2013-02-26 A magical debut novel from Rita Leganski, The
Silence of Bonaventure Arrow is the tale of a mute boy whose gift of wondrous hearing reveals family secrets and
forgotten voodoo lore, and exposes a murder that threatens the souls of those who love him. Bonaventure Arrow
didn’t make a peep when he was born, and the doctor nearly took him for dead. But he was listening, placing
sound inside quiet and gaining his bearings. By the time he turns five, he can hear flowers grow, a thousand
shades of blue, and the miniature tempests that rage inside raindrops. He also hears the voice of his dead father,
William Arrow, mysteriously murdered by a man known only as the Wanderer. Exploring family relics, he opens
doors to the past and finds the key to a web of secrets that both hold his family together, and threaten to tear
them apart. Set against the backdrop of 1950s New Orleans, The Silence of Bonaventure Arrow is a magical story
about the lost art of listening and a wondrous little boy who brings healing to the souls of all who love him.

The Sleeper and the Spindle-Neil Gaiman 2020-11-05 A thrillingly reimagined fairytale from the truly magical
combination of author Neil Gaiman and illustrator Chris Riddell, now available as a gorgeous paperback enhanced
with gloriously vibrant red ink highlights. Weaving together hints of Snow White and Sleeping Beauty with a
shimmering thread of dark magic, it will hold readers spellbound from start to finish. On the eve of her wedding, a
young queen sets out to rescue a princess from an enchantment. She casts aside her fine wedding clothes, takes
her chain mail and her sword and ventures into the tunnels under the mountain towards the sleeping kingdom.
This queen will decide her own future – and the princess who needs rescuing is not quite what she seems.
Twisting together the familiar and the new, this delicious, captivating and darkly funny tale shows its creators at
the peak of their talents and was the winner of the 2016 CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal. Lavishly produced and
packed with glorious Chris Riddell illustrations, this amazingly beautiful book makes a spectacular and magical
gift.

The Night Gate-Peter May 2021-03-18 **THE BRAND-NEW THRILLER FROM THE #1 SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER** **'A TERRIFIC WRITER' MARK BILLINGHAM** **PETER MAY: OVER 5.5 MILLION COPIES
the-night-circus
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SOLD WORLDWIDE** In a sleepy French village, the body of a man shot through the head is disinterred by the
roots of a fallen tree. A week later a famous art critic is viciously murdered in a nearby house. The deaths
occurred more than seventy years apart. Asked by a colleague to inspect the site of the former, forensics expert
Enzo Macleod quickly finds himself embroiled in the investigation of the latter. Two extraordinary narratives are
set in train - one historical, unfolding in the treacherous wartime years of Occupied France; the other
contemporary, set in the autumn of 2020 as France re-enters Covid lockdown. And Enzo's investigations reveal an
unexpected link between the murders - the Mona Lisa. Tasked by the exiled General Charles de Gaulle to keep the
world's most famous painting out of Nazi hands after the fall of France in 1940, 28-year-old Georgette Pignal finds
herself swept along by the tide of history. Following in the wake of Da Vinci's Mona Lisa as it is moved from
château to château by the Louvre, she finds herself just one step ahead of two German art experts sent to steal it
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for rival patrons - Hitler and Göring. What none of them know is that the Louvre itself has taken exceptional
measures to keep the painting safe, unwittingly setting in train a fatal sequence of events extending over seven
decades. Events that have led to both killings. The Night Gate spans three generations, taking us from war-torn
London, the Outer Hebrides of Scotland, Berlin and Vichy France, to the deadly enemy facing the world in 2020.
In his latest novel, Peter May shows why he is one of the great contemporary writers of crime fiction.
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